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1. What were the following compounds used for in the MBV2020 course?:  
    (answer in 1-2 sentences) 
 

a) RNase A Analysis of miniprep plasmid DNA 
b) Imidazole Purification of histidine-tagged protein (GFP) 
c) Chloroform Miniprep of plasmid DNA 
d) DNA polymerase PCR 
e) Ni-sepharose Purification of histidine-tagged protein (GFP)   (5) 

 
 
 
2.  Which 5 of the following 10 statements are false? False statements are marked red. 
 a)  Most restriction enzymes are used at a temperature of 37°C. 
 b)  The lacZ gene codes for ß-glucuronidase.  
 c)  Bromophenol blue runs faster than xylene cyanol FF in an agarose gel. 
 d)  Chloroform removes DNA from cell extracts. 
 e)  DNA is positively charged. 
 f)  IPTG is a repressor of transcription. 
 g) PCR can amplify a target sequence one billion-fold in 30 cycles. 
 h) DNA can be visualized with ethidium bromide and UV light. 
  i)  Bromophenol blue stains proteins. 
 j) Acrylamide is toxic.         (10) 
 
 
 



 
 
 
3. Try to answer in a few sentences the following questions related to the work in the 

MBV2020 course: 
 

  a) What is PCR and what is it used for?       (5) 
       PCR (Polymerase chain reaction) is a technique to selectively amplify a piece of DNA.       

 It is used to synthesize sufficient amounts of DNA fragments for downstream 
 applications like cloning or sequencing. It can also be used to verify or confirm the 
 presence of a DNA sequence, for example in a genome or plasmid. 

     b) What is a ligation and what is it used for?      (5) 
          Ligation is the joining of DNA molecules (making phosphodiester bonds between 
          DNA molecules). In the MBV2020 course it has been used for inserting DNA fragments  
         into a plasmid (cloning). 
     c) What is transformation and what is it used for?     (5) 
 Transformation is the introduction of naked DNA into cells thereby altering 
 (transforming) the genome of the cells. Transformation is used to introduce vector 
 DNA (often plasmids) into cells (often bacteria), e.g. in the process of cloning. 
  
 
 
4.   DNA digested with KpnI and EcoRI was separated on an agarose gel as shown in the 

photo below. Please answer the following:  
  
 a) What is the size of the original DNA molecule?                   (5) 

 The size can easily be calculated from the sizes of fragments in lane 2. 
 1000 + 500 + 200 = 1700 bp (1.7 kb). 

 b) Is the original DNA a linear or a circular molecule? Explain your answer.               (5) 
 If the DNA was circular -> KpnI would have to cut the DNA twice (lane 1), and  
 EcoRI would have to cut three times (lane 2). When digesting with both enzymes 
 there should be 5 cuts resulting in five fragments in lane 3. But there are 
 only four fragments. 
 If the DNA was linear -> KpnI would have to cut  the DNA once (lane 1), and 
 EcoRI would have to cut twice (lane 2). When cut with both enzymes (lane 3) 
 there should be three cuts resulting in four fragments from a linear DNA. 
 This is what is seen in lane 3. 
 Conclusion: The original DNA was linear. 

  
 
     c) Draw a restriction map of the DNA molecule indicating the approximate  

  position of the KpnI and EcoRI restriction sites. (Note: there are two maps possible.)   (5) 
 



 
 
d) What could you do to find out which of the two possible maps is correct?    (5) 
 If you know that another restriction endonuclease cuts the DNA, you could 
 digest with KpnI, EcoRI, and the third enzyme. The size of the resulting fragments 
 should tell which of the two maps is correct. 
 (This is also counted as correct answer). 
 However, very often the sequence to be cut is not known. In those cases the correct 
 map is found by making a so-called "partial digestion", i.e. an incomplete digestion 
 of the DNA (usually done by using little enzyme and digesting for just a few minutes). 

  In a partial digestion there will be  DNA molecules that are not completely cut, i.e. cut 
 only once or twice instead of three times. In the first map a partial digestion would 
 result in a collection of fragments having sizes of 200, 300 bp, 500 bp, 700 bp,  
 1000 bp, 1200 bp, 1400 bp, 1500 bp, and 1700 bp.  
 If map 2 is correct, a partial digestion would result in a collection of fragments having 
 sizes of 200 bp, 300 bp, 500 bp, 700 bp, 900 bp, 1000 bp, 1200 bp, 1400 bp, and 1700 
 bp, Note that a 1500 bp fragment can only arise from map 1 whereas a 900 bp 
 fragment can only result from map 2. 
 Therefore, map 1 is correct if a 1500 bp fragment is seen on a gel, map 2 is correct if a 
 900 bp fragment is seen after a partial digestion of the DNA. 
 

  
  



 


